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This study presents a qualitative research whose central theme addresses the theory of solving complex
physics problems, based on the complexity of Edgar Morin and the definition of poorly structured problems
by David Jonassen, linked to the initial training process of the biological sciences teacher. The research was
developed in the context of the discipline of Interdisciplinary Projects V, which is part of the syllabus of the
undergraduate course in Biology and has a proposal for scientific and technological literacy for students.
The course was chosen after a detailed analysis of the four volumes of the textbook used in undergraduate
Physics, entitled “Fundamentals of Physics” by the authors Halliday, Resnick andWalker. After the analysis, it
was found that there were several complex problems that could be explored during the undergraduate course
in Biology, allowing future professors a broader view, not only of physics, but also of several other concepts.
Volume II contains a wider range of complex issues in Physics linked to Biology, questions about gravitation,
waves and thermodynamics.
Therefore, this book was chosen to extract and analyze complex problems. In this context, we understand
that complexity “is what is woven together” (MORIN, 2013, p. 258), therefore, the complex relationships that
exist within a problem must be taken into account in order to foster knowledge and debate within the science.
According to Jonassen (2000, p. 84) “the few problems that students encounter are usually well-structured
(history) problems that are inconsistent with the nature of the problems they need to learn to solve in their
everyday lives”. Based on this premise, we arrived at the application of this study, whose emerging problem
was: What learning relationships can be built with undergraduate Biology students based on the discussion of
complex fluid problems in Halliday? To solve this problem, we used the GroundedTheory (data-based theory)
as a methodological strategy, which seeks to idealize theories going inversely to what positivist methodolo-
gies bring.
This methodological resource allows the researcher, when going through the three stages of codification (open,
axial and selective), build a new theory with the collected data. Based on this relationship, we built a didactic
sequence, in order to familiarize students with the complexity and solving of complex problems. Discussions
and analyzes of all stages of classes revealed that students did not have complex thinking and did not know
this approach, but when instigated they changed their worldview, making it possible to open and establish
a dialogue between scientific knowledge, situations daily life and the interrelationships within science and
within distinct areas. On a new approach to solving complex problems, we found that three codes were essen-
tial for their visualization to be modified during the stages, namely “research, historical valuation and teacher
training” (CORREA, 2020, p. 2-65) . Through these data, teachers from the most diverse areas, based on the
theory of complex problems, can use the three indicators for a new conceptualization of the problems to be
applied.
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